Sakrete, part of Oldcastle APG, is North America’s original dry cement mix brand and is a leader in concrete and concrete related products. Founded in 1936, Sakrete offers a wide variety of products such as High Strength Concrete Mix, Mortar Mix, Stone Veneer Mortar, Polymeric Sand Paver and more. Having led the way in premixed bagged concrete mix as well as being the first company to provide concrete mix specified for strength not proportion, Sakrete is the trusted choice for concrete.

**AT A GLANCE**

- **Founded:** 1936
- **Headquarters:** Atlanta, Georgia
- **Parent Company:** Oldcastle APG, a CRH Company
- **Website:** www.sakrete.com

**OLDCASTLE LEADERSHIP**

- **Tim Ortman,** President
- **Steve Berry,** COO APG
- **Ken O’Neill,** EVP National
- **Peter Kiley,** EVP Retail & Strategic Sales
- **Cory Olson,** SVP Sakrete of North America

**ABOUT OLDCASTLE APG**

Sakrete is part of Oldcastle APG, a CRH Company. As North America’s leading manufacturer of concrete building and hardscapes products, Oldcastle APG covers a wide spectrum of applications – from the structural masonry to the finishing touches of a backyard oasis.

**SAKRETE MANUFACTURING FOOTPRINT**

Sakrete is a leader in concrete, mortar and stucco mixes, as well as repair and maintenance products. Since 1936, contractors have relied on the quality, consistency and proven performance of Sakrete in order to get the job done right. Our product quality and nationwide availability, along with the best technical and customer support in the industry, make it easier to get the job done.